
ARTICLE REVIEW DRAFT

Below are a set of best practices to follow when draftifying an article in these circumstances. As part of the review of.

Writing an article review is not just about expressing your opinion on the work. Whereas my others, while
lacking a fixed start or end date, were temporary, this is my first task without an end date at all. You can only
write a solid article review if you have made sure that you understand everything there is to understand in and
about the article. Another tip is to read the paper out loud. Do the topic sentences of each paragraph
appropriately introduce what that paragraph is about? Here you assess how clear and insightful the article is.
Hence, article review writing process consists of two stages: preparation and writing. Open authoring Edit
Why might authors involved in academic publishing choose to construct articles in a wiki environment? I have
also invited others to request co-authorship of this article if they want to contribute to its construction. Step 8.
One advantage of this would be for historical analysis of how ideas arise through intellectual activity. Read the
introduction, the conclusion, the first sentences of each paragraph. Sample paraphrase using APA : K-State
seeks to create an environment that encourages intellectual growth, academic freedom, and individual
empowerment and prepares students to contribute to society after they leave the university Kansas State
University,  Check your conclusion: Does the last paragraph tie the paper together smoothly and end on a
stimulating note, or does the paper just die a slow, redundant, lame, or abrupt death? Tell the reader you're
borrowing the wording. The same way you get really good at golf, piano, or a video gameâ€”do it often. Either
that or I might find something else that needs fixing. Don't try to talk about more than one idea per paragraph.
What happens if I find that I no longer agree with my own point? While wiki journals could adopt the
traditional system of secret peer review and restricting peer review to a pre-publishing period, additional
options for open peer review are discussed below. If you come across any notions or concepts that you don't
fully understand or if any questions arise, make notes. Once an article received a critical level of favorable
peer reviews, a journal could mark the article as having met its standards , a stage that might be called "formal
publishing". If you are reading it from a screen, use a highlighter for the most meaningful parts. STAGE 2. By
restricting who can edit a new article and by providing opportunities for interested parties to comment on- and
contribute to articles that are under construction, a wide range of options become available for constructing
documents that will be subjected to peer review. There is always the danger that hypertext links become
useless or lose their original meaning with time. Each journal that is involved with wiki publishing will have
to develop and maintain a list of known spammers and make information about known spammers available to
other journals. They are not permitted to be active members in categories nor are they permitted to be linked to
within existing articles as doing so would defeat the purpose of the draft namespace â€” a workshop or
incubator of sorts for new articles. Supplement what you read with what you already know about the
subject-matter. Concerns Whenever I revise, I just make things worse. An article produced in secret and
subjected to secrete review could be published in a wiki environment where it would then become a target for
wiki format discussion. So far, the bot only looks for the following four templates and any of their aliases too
many to list , but more could be added with minimal effort. Many academicians work within research or lab
groups where there is a free flow of ideas and it is often difficult to trace the origin of good ideas to
individuals. Wiki publishing at the fringes of academia is a path towards developing and validating wiki
publishing, eventually leading to a stable system that will be easy for mainstream academicians to adopt.
WP:Autoconfirmed rights are required for moving drafts to article mainspace page but you may request a page
move at Wikipedia:Requested moves.


